
Module 5

Assessing Your Practice Time 

This won’t be a long video and it really goes hand-in-hand with charting your practice 

session and keeping a practice journal. And this is the activity of assessing your practice 

time, which is really what you’re doing when you’re keeping a practice journal. Not just 

the technical aspects of what you are practicing. You need to assess that, the two areas 

you need to assess - the technical details and the overall session. That is so we can 

keep track of the health of our practice session. It’s like keeping track of the health of 

your mind or your heart, but not keeping track of the health of your overall body. 

We’ve got to keep track of all the different components, and one of those components is 

our overall practice session. The whole reason we’re in this course is to learn how to 

practice in a more efficient way. The thing to remember when assessing, either the 

technical aspects of your playing or when assessing the health or details of your 

practice time, the strategy part of your practice time is to keep emotion out of it. Don’t 

make it an emotional thing, it’s a series of questions. Yes or no questions. Very simple 

answers, do not make them emotional. If we do that, we’re going to find we get some 

real knowledge from this and you’re going to be able to improve some things, alright?  

So, did it go like you planned it was going to go? Did the whole session go like you had 

planned it? If not, what was interrupting you - and some of these we talked about in the 

last session but I wanted to hit on them again. This is how we actually assess our 

practice time. If it didn’t go how you planned, why? What happened? What made you 

lose focus? Were you keeping focus longer? We are assessing the health of our 

practice time. Did I work the assembly lines that I had set out? Did I go through the 

structure of my practice time just how I…it’s not just, “did I get through the exercises?” 

Did I go through it how I planned it? No I didn’t. Why didn’t I? Well I found a couple extra 

steps that I could add to my assembly line that made it more efficient. That’s something 

we need to know about, that is something we need to add in there.  
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So, how was I feeling? Do I need more recovery time? Did I come in feeling refreshed 

or am I needing more recovery time? It goes back to that practice ripple effect of - are 

the external things in my life contributing positively to my practice time and is my 

practice time contributing positively to the other parts of my life? Because you’ll find a 

well balanced individual, a well balanced professional, they’re not constantly in this 

struggle of feeling emotion over the two, it’s a push and pull. Life feeds into their 

practice, feeds into their art, their art feeds into life, they gain inspiration from life for 

their art, their art inspires their life. That’s how that works.  

So we need to get that cycle going if we can do that, it is a beautiful thing, alright? I 

want you to be concerned about the health of your overall practice routine. Don’t just be 

concerned about the technical aspects of it and lose everything we’ve been working on. 

You need to constantly reassess and look at how the strategy part of your practice time 

is working. Do you need to improve it in different areas? 
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